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More comfort, more privacy, more experience – and a variety of ways to personalize your journey. That’s 
Lufthansa Allegris.

From Economy Class and Premium Economy Class to Business Class and First Class: Lufthansa Allegris 
takes travel across all classes to a new level. Whether you’re traveling on business or for pleasure, alone, 
with your family or with colleagues, Lufthansa Allegris is our promise to focus even more on the needs 
of our passengers.

Welcome to the new era of travel. Welcome to Lufthansa Allegris.

MORE PERSONAL. MORE INDIVIDUAL. 
LUFTHANSA ALLEGRIS!
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Close the door. Arrive. Feel good. The Lufthansa 
First Class suites leave nothing to be desired and 
becomes your living room above the clouds.

FIRST CLASS 06
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Five different seats tailored to different wishes and needs – 
and numerous opportunities to personalize your trip. 

BUSINESS CLASS 10

More privacy, more comfort, and more space for an individual 
travel experience – Lufthansa Premium Economy Class sets 
new standards.

PREMIUM ECONOMY CLASS 16

In the new Lufthansa Economy Class, you’ll enjoy more space and 
comfort – small details also ensure a pleasant travel experience.

ECONOMY CLASS 20
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Welcome to your living room above the clouds. In the new Lufthansa First Class, flying becomes more 
personal than ever before. Whether you are traveling alone or with a companion, you’ll enjoy maximum 
privacy and comfort in the spacious suites with their almost ceiling-height partitions and doors. Luxurious 
materials, plenty of personal space, and smart details such as the individually controllable lighting, ensure 
the perfect feel-good atmosphere on board.

 Extra-wide seats with lumbar support in the backrest for exceptional comfort when seated 

 Always the correct temperature with individually adjustable seat heating and cooling function 

 10-inch tablet for controlling all seating, lighting, and entertainment functions

 Spacious table for enjoying first-class meals or for working

 Wireless connections thanks to wireless charging and wireless, noise-cancelling headphones

 Personal wardrobe, an ottoman with plenty of storage space for personal items and a large mirror – 
perfect for privacy when getting changed 

FIRST CLASS
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FIRST CLASS SUITE PLUS

1
1.80-m/ 
5ft 11in-high 
partitions

2
Real wood 
panels

3
“Do not  
disturb”  
sign

4

Wireless,  
noise-cancelling 
headphones

5

Tablet for  
controlling  
all functions

7
Seat heating  
and cooling

8

126-cm/ 
4ft 2in-wide  
seat 

6
Lufthansa  
signature lamp
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FIRST CLASS SUITE PLUS

Two separately controllable seats can be converted into a spacious, 
2.05-m/6ft 9in-long single bed or double bed – for a restful sleep.

A personal oasis of well-being with a view above the clouds – and excellent 
entertainment on a high-resolution 32-inch monitor in 4K quality.

FIRST CLASS SUITE

1 Enjoy maximum privacy in the spacious suite with almost 
ceiling-height partitions and doors

2 High-quality materials, such as panels made of real wood, 
ensure the perfect relaxing atmosphere on board

3 Undisturbed whenever you wish – thanks to the “Do not  
disturb” sign on the door

4 Wireless, noise-cancelling headphones ensure great sound 
quality above the clouds

5 Intuitive touch control of all seating, lighting, and  
entertainment functions on a 10-inch tablet

6 Whether for working, eating, or relaxing: the Lufthansa  
signature lamp always creates the right ambiance

7 Cooled or heated? The choice is yours – thanks to individually 
adjustable seat heating and cooling

8 Two separately controllable, extra-wide seats convert into a 
comfortable bed or sofa
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Five different seats tailored to your individual wishes and requirements – in the new Lufthansa Business 
Class the choice is yours. Each seat can be easily adjusted and individually cooled or heated as desired. 
The partitions, which are at least 114 cm/3ft 9in high, provide even more privacy on board.

 Always direct access to the aisle no matter where you sit – thanks to all-aisle access

 Ergonomically shaped, infinitely adjustable seats with a movable headrest and lumbar support in the 
backrest

 10-inch tablet for controlling all seating, lighting, and entertainment functions

 Pin-sharp pictures on up to 27-inch, 4K monitors – with the best sound quality, thanks to noise- 
cancelling headphones

 Wireless charging for your devices, sockets, and the option of connecting your own devices to the 
entertainment system via Bluetooth

 Spacious tables and shelf space with lockable storage compartments

 Optimal sleeping comfort in a bed at least 2 m/6ft 7in long, with extra room in the shoulder area, 
ergonomic “shoulder sink-in” for side sleepers and seat cushion firmness adjustment

BUSINESS CLASS
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1
Up to  
27-inch  
4K monitor

2
Privacy screen 3

Tablet for  
controlling  
all functions

4

54-cm/ 
1ft 9in-wide  
seats

5
Wireless  
charging 

6
Seat heating  
and cooling

7
Lockable storage 
compartments

8

114-cm/ 
3ft 9in-high  
seat shells
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114-cm/ 
3ft 9in-high  
seat shells

1 Generously sized, up to 27 inch, 4K-quality monitor for  
excellent entertainment on board

2 Privacy whenever you wish, thanks to the integrated, flexible 
privacy screen

3 10-inch tablet for controlling all seating, lighting, and  
entertainment functions

4 Ergonomically shaped, 54-cm/1ft 9in-wide seat and a side 
extension to the bed for more space when sleeping

5 No wires, full power – wireless charging for your devices

6 Innovative seat heating and cooling for an individual  
feel-good climate

7 Shelf space and lockable storage compartment for  
personal items

8 114-cm/3ft 9in-high seat shells provide increased privacy
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1 Suite
A personal suite with higher partitions and doors that can be completely 
closed. Thanks to the exclusive position in the first row, you’ll enjoy 
peace and quiet and plenty of privacy. The two adjoining single suites in 
the middle of the cabin can be converted into a double suite thanks to a 
flexible dividing partition.

2 Privacy Seat
A personal retreat right by the window. The distance from the aisle 
provides more comfort, peace and quiet.

3 Extra Long Bed
A 2.2-m/7ft 2in-long bed offers even very tall people sufficient room to 
relax and dream.

4 Classic Seat
Comfortable, roomy, ergonomic – always situated directly on the aisle 
with an integrated, flexible privacy screen as well as plenty of storage 
and shelf space.

5 Extra Space Seat
Generously proportioned, spacious single seat with enhanced space 
and extra shelving – perfect for relaxing, working and dining.

MORE PRIVACY, MORE COMFORT, MORE 
POSSIBILITIES
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1
Suite

2

Privacy 
Seat

3
Extra Long  
Bed

4
Classic 
Seat

5

Extra Space  
Seat
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Significantly greater comfort and many small amenities add that little bit extra to the new Premium  
Economy Class. The modern seat with its innovative hard-shell design can be adjusted with ease. 
Whether headrest, armrest, or leg rest, you’re sure to find the perfect seating position without disturbing 
fellow passengers in the row behind. Thanks to the special design, all seats have a discreet privacy 
screen for greater privacy and plenty of personal space – ideal for working, eating, and relaxing. 

 Premium Economy Class is separated from Economy Class and Business Class by a privacy screen

 Maximum amount of legroom – with 99 cm/3ft 2in seat pitch and comfortable leg rest

 Spacious, fold-out table and a cocktail table on the armrest

 110 V socket, USB ports and wireless charging function

 Bluetooth connection to your own devices or to control the in-flight entertainment

 Plenty of room for personal belongings, plus a coat hook

PREMIUM ECONOMY CLASS
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6
Cocktail  
table

1
Discreet privacy 
screen

2
Modern,  
hard-shell  
seat

3
Reading light

4
Leather  
armrest

5
Wireless  
charging

7
15.6-inch, 
4K monitor

8
99 cm/ 
3ft 2in  
seat pitch
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1 Discreet privacy screen for more privacy and comfort

2 Innovative seat in hard-shell design for effortless adjustment – without 
disturbing fellow passengers in the row behind

3 Reading light without disturbing glare

4 Armrest and leg rest made of real leather

5 Power for smartphones and other devices thanks to 110 V socket,  
USB ports and wireless charging function in the central armrest

6 Cocktail table on the armrest – a safe place for your drink

7 Great entertainment thanks to a 15.6-inch, 4K monitor and  
noise-cancelling headphones

8 99 cm/3ft 2in seat pitch and comfortable leg rest for plenty of room 
and comfort 
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Classic Seat
Well-being and plenty of space – the latest generation seat ensures 
a pleasant journey on long-haul routes.

Extra Legroom Seat
Even more space for an even more comfortable travel experience –  
with at least 7.5 cm/3 inches more legroom.

Legroom Seat
Additional room for relaxing with 7 cm/2.7 inches more legroom.

Preferred Zone Seat
A seat in the front section of Economy Class – perfect for leaving 
the aircraft more quickly after landing.

Free Neighbor Seat
Book more comfort and space – the adjacent seat is guaranteed to 
remain empty.

ECONOMY CLASS
The new Lufthansa Economy Class will offer you the flexibility and the extras that you want for a relaxing 
flight. The ergonomic, spacious, latest-generation seats have individually adjustable headrests, providing 
extra seat comfort. Clever details, such as the storage compartment directly at the seat and the USB  
power supply, also ensure a comfortable travel experience.
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3
13.3-inch, 
4K monitor

1
Optimal seating 
comfort

2
Premium comfort cushion
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4
Additional 
storage 
space

1 Spacious, latest-generation seats with improved ergonomics and individually 
adjustable headrests

2 Innovative and comfortable seat cushion for even greater comfort above  
the clouds

3 13.3-inch, 4K-quality touchscreen monitor with Bluetooth connection for personal 
headphones – to enjoy great entertainment on board

4 Personal belongings always at hand – thanks to a new storage compartment
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AIRBUS A350-900 SEAT MAP
4 First Class | 38 Business Class | 24 Premium Economy Class | 201 Economy Class  267 Seats

First  
Class

Business  
Class

Premium  
Economy  
Class

Economy  
Class
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First Class

Business Class

Premium Economy Class

Economy Class

Seats with more legroom

Preferred zone seats

Bassinet seats/Family with child

(Emergency) exit

Toilet

Galley

Storage space

Crew seat
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28 Business Class | 28 Premium Economy Class | 197 Economy Class  253 Seats

BOEING 787-9 SEAT MAP

Business  
Class

Premium  
Economy  
Class

Economy  
Class
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Business Class

Premium Economy Class

Economy Class

Seats with more legroom

Preferred zone seats

Bassinet seats/Family with child

(Emergency) exit

Galley

Toilet

Storage space

Crew seat
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Lufthansa Allegris offers greater comfort, more freedom of choice 
and even more personal service across all travel classes. Find out 
in our quiz which of the many new seats is the PERFECT MATCH for 
your needs.

Scan the QR code now and be inspired by the variety of new travel 
classes. Explore the new seats and the numerous possibilities of  
Lufthansa Allegris.

THE PERFECT MATCH

Find your PERFECT MATCH now 
theperfectmatch-lufthansagroup.com/en


